
 

TRUSTEE BOARD 
 
 
Minutes  
 

Date 15/10/19 

Time 16:00 

Location  Thet Win Aung Boardroom 

Members Molli Cleaver (MC), Fifi Bangham (FB), Zeid Sharif (ZS), Gemma King 
(GK), Daisy O’Connor (DO), Frances McConnell (FM), Jack Maddock 
(JM), Josh Yelland (JY), Will Page (WP), Lillie-Mae Firmin (LF), Mark 
Stoddart (MS), Serhan Wade (SW) 

In Attendance Nicole Fox (NF), Kath Davey (KD), Richard Lines (RL), Kyle Smith (KS) 

Apologies - 

Chair  Molli Cleaver 

Secretary Kyle Smith 

 
 
 

Agenda Point Minutes 

1.1 Welcome 
and introduction 

MC welcomed board members, and individuals introduced themselves 
to the group. 

1.2 Apologies No apologies to note. 

1.3 Trustee 
Code of 
Conduct/Conflict 
of Interest 

Forms to be filled out by members. 

1.4 Minutes of 
the last meeting 

Trustee Board approved the minutes with no question or comments. 
MC mentioned that the previous CEO left on June 11th, as this had not 
been noted in previous minutes.  

1.5 Matters 
Arising 

MC noted that she had received the majority of skills audits, and 
requested to have them all back by the end of the week.  Board 
acknowledged that JM, SW and WP have all been appointed; 
recruitment for a fourth external trustee will begin once the new CEO is 
appointed.  

1.6 Appointment 
of Deputy Chair 

JM was appointed deputy chair, as approved by all board members. 

2.1 UCU Strike 
update 

Two separate ballots proposed by UCU in relation to worker pensions 
disputes as well as the casualisation of worker contracts. KD and the 
full-time officers have been working on a provisional statement to better 
prepare RUSU for potential strike action, which is to be agreed on by 
board members. 
 
The proposed statement is to outline RUSU’s commitment to initially 
maintain a neutral position, before holding a referendum. 
 
The discussion that followed included suggestions to: 
 

 Make it clearer within the statement that RUSU holds a neutral 
position by moving this information to the beginning of the 
statement. 



 

 Rephrasing the statement to replace the word ‘rows’ with 
‘disputes’, with the committee agreeing to this amendment. 

 Adding a sentence at the end of the statement suggesting what 
the next steps may be following the result of the strike, and what 
actions RUSU may take. MC noted a difficulty in knowing what 
the next steps may be, and that the statement is prioritising 
making students aware of this process. 

 A referendum definition within the statement, to make the terms 
more accessible. Trustee board agreed a sentence explaining a 
referendum would be a good idea. 

 
Aside from the above amendments the proposed strike action 
statement was approved by Trustee Board. 
 
KD noted that historically there has been an expectation from students 
that RUSU will actively campaign for a side. Whilst individual support 
would likely continue it would be wise for RUSU to remain impartial 
pending a referendum result. 
 
JM noted the need for RUSU to have a plan following the referendum 
not reaching quoracy. This outcome would likely result in Trustee Board 
agreeing on what to do next, and what potential stance to take. 
 

2.2 Freshers 
update 

RL updated the committee on trading over the Freshers period. 
 
Bars are beginning to pick up following Freshers, due to competition in 
early weeks with Entourage Project (EP). Ticket sales have been 
positive with EP no longer receiving a share. 
 
Bar figures are also looking positive with high average spends per 
person on Wednesdays. RL noted this may be due to an increase in 
speed on the upstairs bar, as a result of this bar just selling bottles. A 
slight increase on pints would also have resulted in the higher average 
spend. 
 
Mojos revenue has levelled out, though Starbucks is beginning to lose 
revenue – likely attributable to competition with the Co-op as well as the 
Café in the library. Starbucks are now offering a 10% discount on 
products with a Totum card to bring in more customers. 
 
Daisy added that societies and sports were not allowed to attend EP 
events to promote and advertise themselves, and this rule was agreed 
to and followed. 
 
Welcome week and Freshers fayre can be improved from a 
sustainability perspective. One example includes excess pizza boxes 
from Dominos that are difficult to recycle. RL and MC confirmed a new 
welcome week committee had been designed, which is to be attended 
by the university’s sustainability team, aiming to improve this aspect of 
welcome week. 
 
JY suggested exploring creating a contractual obligation with partners 
to ensure they are reducing their waste where possible. 



 

2.3 Strategic 
Operating Plan 

The final SOP was noted by Trustee Board. Final SOP has been in 
development from January onwards, completed by NF with consultation 
from staff. 
 
It was confirmed that Trustee Board members would be counted under 
key stakeholders, as this link was explained to exist within the student 
officers, who are listed as key stakeholders. 
 
One comment observed that the final SOP was very good, but noted a 
lack of progress measures under section 4. It was asked whether SOP 
should include anything regarding safeguarding; NF noted that 
safeguarding has been embedded within the nursery’s plan specifically. 

2.4 £1 Million 
Update 

MC updated Trustee Board on the projects that are ongoing and have 
been approved by UEB, including the refurb of The Study, a new 3G 
pitch, personal capture in lectures, hydration station, Madejski charging 
area, welfare benches, sports equipment storage, and running routes. 
 
Trustee Board received an update on a list of new, proposed projects 
that are yet to be confirmed by UEB, including: 
 
-An outdoor gym 
-‘zigzag’ gate aimed at slowing cyclists and increasing lake safety 
-Touch screen boards, to increase engagement 
-Voting stations 
-Glass pods 
-Cheaper graduation services 
-Extension of Mojos 
 
The next meeting with UEB is scheduled for November 12th 2019. MC 
reminded the board that new suggestions or ideas for the £1 million 
fund are welcome, as long as they are submitted in a timely fashion. 

2.5 Student 
Experience 
Committee 
Review 

MC explained that minutes had not been provided from previous 
committee meeting, though not much had been discussed as it was a 
handover. 
 
Student Experience Committee were happy with the impact report and 
with progress made. Next meeting is scheduled for Monday 11th 
November where officers will discuss team goals for this year.  
 

3.1 Officer 
Trustee Reports 

RUSU President 
 
MC’s report taken as read, with no questions or comments. 
 
MC highlighted her sustainability campaign and noted that the university 
were particularly on board. The sustainability department are heavily 
involved, and MC is pushing for full fossil fuel divestment, as university 
is only partially divested with coal and tar sands.  
 
MC had also been appointed to hire the university’s new investments 
manager, but cannot attend. She has delegated ZS to attend in place, 
which will allow divestment to be raised at interviews for the new 
manager. 
 
RUSU Activities Officer 



 

 
DO highlighted her work so far, with 138 students signing up to the 
buddy scheme initiative. She is also working with Olio to reduce food 
waste, and has received 25 applicants for the Sporting Excellence 
Scholarship. Furthermore, DO has planned the ‘Good Lad’ initiative 
sessions, aimed at educating sports and societies on negative 
behaviour regarding ‘initiations’. 
 
DO’s report otherwise taken as read. A question received entailed food 
hygiene standards and the law in regards to Olio – it was confirmed that 
as an individual the app agreement covers you, but as a business the 
normal food hygiene process must be followed. Olio quotes never 
having issues with food safety, but suppliers fill out paperwork and must 
provide allergens. 
 
One further question was asked about whether this year’s society 
initiations have been quieter. It was noted that there is a difficulty in 
knowing this at this stage, as students may be intimidated into doing 
some initiations but there is rarely evidence. There is however evidence 
of societies making events more inclusive, with positive feedback. 
 
RUSU Education Officer 
 
FB’s report was taken as read. A question was asked about the ‘Ur 
Excellent’ scheme, with the two separate wordings. FB confirmed we 
used a different spelling for artwork but both spellings are the same 
initiative. 
 
MC informed the board that Gavin Brooks will be leaving his position of 
Deputy Vice Chancellor/Pro Vice Chancellor for T&L, with appointments 
to start soon for the role. 
 
RUSU Diversity Officer 
 
ZS’s report taken as read. ZS highlighted that the previous Mature 
Students Officer has stepped down, but a by-election is currently 
occurring, as well as the election for the new PGT Part-time Officer. He 
noted his involvement with the Tony Capstick lecture, and that he had 
also been involved in appointing the new Muslim Chaplain. 
 
A question was asked about RUSU’s plans for Black History Month. ZS 
explained that he will be running a ‘Decolonising the Curriculum’ 
campaign, including a panel discussion, as well as a showing of the film 
‘Hidden Figures’ and a BAME open mic night. Noted that we may have 
to push these events back, as they are still in the process of being 
organised.  
 
ZS has booked some rooms for guest speakers alongside the 
university, on the topic of Decolonising the Curriculum. 
 
RUSU Welfare Officer 
 
GK’s report taken as read. GK highlighted her 1 in 4 campaign, and 
work to encourage students to pursue positive coping methods. In aid of 



 

her campaign, the Caravan Theatre came to perform for students. On 
World Mental Health Day, GK hosted a takeover of digital screens, and 
stickered 1 in 4 cups within RUSU bars, showing that it’s okay not to be 
okay. Working closely with Sporting Mind, GK hosted a talk on suicide 
awareness and prevention, which was well attended by a total of 70 
students. GK also has a podcast planned for mental health. 
 
A question was received asking about ongoing work with JCRs, and 
incentivising potential JCRs. GK noted that some JCRs are more active 
than others and a discussion will occur to explore rewarding these JCR 
members. GK noted a difficulty in proving free union tickets as this will 
promote too much of a drinking culture, and that other ‘rewards’ should 
be explored. 

3.2 The Big 3 
Officer Team 
Goals 

Officers decided to change name from ‘Big 3 Priorities’ to ‘Big 3 Goals’. 
As this is the first year these goals are being shared with students, 
using the terminology of ‘priorities’ might have suggested RUSU was 
focusing on these 3 things and neglecting other targets. Artwork for the 
goals is currently being produced to go downstairs as a reference point 
for students.  
 
The Big 3 Goals include targeting: 
 
Engagement 

 Embracing different cultures by diversifying events 

 Engaging whole student community by looking at different 
student demographics 

 Ensuring different stores are reaching different student groups 

 Increasing democratic engagement by using digital screens with 
regular updates 

 
Wellbeing 

 Supporting student mental health 

 The impact of assessment feedback on mental health 

 Developing a safe student social culture 

 New JCR structure 

 The ‘Good Lad’ initiative 

 Improving safety on campus and outside of union nights 
alongside DAAP 

 Campaign for LGBT involvement in sport 

 improving student experience within university accommodation 
 
Facilities 

 Looking at study space 

 Improving outdoor facilities with 3g outdoor gym and glass pod 

 Widening accessibility across campus 

 Reducing environmental impact via Olio 

 MC’s sustainability campaign/working with university on 
environmental impact 

 
The Big 3 will use sustainability as an underlying theme, with an 
environment committee being restarted. 
 



 

No questions were noted. Comments from members were that the 
goals were very good. 

3.3 Chief 
Executive’s 
Report 

NF provided an update on the advice service – advice have witnessed a 
busy start to year with more enquiries in September and welcome week 
than in previous years. Staffing is currently a challenge with a current 
member of staff set to go on maternity leave, and the relocation of an 
advice manager to the role of HR and Training Manager. New staff 
have been appointed and have started recently. 
 
In light of current challenges, advice service are considering not 
undertaking AQS reassessment, as this will add significant workload 
and pressure during an already busy time.  
 
NF also noted that there have been no complaints to the advice service. 
 
It was brought to the board’s attention that trustees will be asked to 
comment on items from Change It and the Ideas Feasibility Group 
(IFG). This will need to be completed in line with the appropriate 
timeframe, as provided in the report. 
  
We are currently looking at developing ROSiE, which is an iteration of a 
system used at another student union. ROSiE is a simple way for 
academic reps to gain feedback, and promotes more engagement. 
 
The ‘Be a Mate’ campaign is set to start, with alcohol awareness 
courses for bar staff, which should also be aimed at society committees. 
In addition to this, there will be a non-alcoholic drinks tasting event in 
Park Bar, and the campaign will be extended to include drugs in due 
course. 
 
The nursery celebrated 10 years in September. Nursery struggled last 
year financially, and a consultant has since been approached. Parents 
on existing contracts will see a price increase, with this also extended to 
new parents on new contracts. The nursery has been budgeted to 
break even this year, but has faced a challenging start to the year due 
to staff shortages and staff cutbacks. 
 
It was confirmed that if the advice service does not pursue AQS 
accreditation, the service would still work to those standards, without 
formal accreditation. 
 
The details of the student death inquests were noted. It was noted the 
importance of protecting current students over RUSU’s reputation by 
not publishing a statement. 

4.1 
Management 
Committee 

Minutes taken as read. 
 
A question was asked about Freshers medical provision, and whether a 
location had been decided for this to be placed. It was explained that it 
may be funded by the £1 million grant, pending a decision on funding. 
The location would most likely based within The Study. 
 
Another question asked whether there was follow up to the discussion 
on disassociation from NUS. MC explained that an NUS rep intends to 



 

come in to establish how NUS is a benefit to RUSU, how it benefits 
students, and where RUSU’s membership fees go.  
 
NUS have shrunk in size due to financial issues, though they are 
working to be more financially stable. Outsourcing the discount card to 
Totum has resulted in RUSU losing revenue, due to the Totum 
commission price and the inability to print discount cards on campus.  

4.2 Finance 
Committee 

JY volunteered to join finance committee upon Mark’s request for an 
additional committee member. 
 
Year-end runs to July taken as read, with budget updates planned for 
the board throughout the year. MS expressed an interest in coming in to 
RUSU to run a session on interpreting financial accounts. 
 
The board noted a healthy net operating surplus from last year, due to 
RUSU spending less. Bars did very well; catering however have faced a 
challenging year due to competition from the Co-op. Last year’s 
summer ball had a high net deficit due to spending on artists - will need 
to be monitored this year.  
 
The next meeting of finance committee is on Friday 18th October. 
 
No additional questions or comments were noted. 

4.3 Health & 
Safety 

Water back on campus after a supply issue on 15/10/19. Water is to be 
monitored overnight with updates to follow. UPP staff ensuring taps had 
not left on whilst water supply was off.  
 
Second time supply has been lost in the last 12 months – Thames 
Water review to follow. Asked for water tank to be installed at the 
nursery as a high risk area; this would give an extra hour to get children 
off campus.  
 
Board noted a near miss with the Sandhurst marquees, as a stake was 
driven in to the ground too close to high voltage cables, which would 
have taken power off of campus and resulted in serious injury to the 
worker. 
 
Board noted the financial issues associated with having to close 
Mondial early, but there were no additional questions or comments. 

4.4 Elections Mostly covered previously in the Chief Exec report. Nomination period 
is now closed with results to be announced in week 4. Student Voice 
has done particularly well. 
 
IOE elections were held earlier to promote engagement; NUS Delegate 
elections to open in week 5 with results in week 10. Due to being there 
being one Liberation Conference, the relevant Part-time Officers (PTO) 
will have first refusal and delegates will not initially be elected. National 
Conference delegates will still be elected with MC as lead delegate. 
Other current elections include the by-election for a new Mature 
Students PTO and the election for the Post Graduate Taught (PGT) 
Officer, with results to both elections in week 4.  
 
MSL are providing a free app that RUSU are trialling for Change It, and 
should be in place for main elections. The app will allow people to 



 

nominate and vote. The aim is to focus on voting to prevent any clash 
with the new university app. 
 
It was noted that the website now works better on mobile. There were 
no additional questions or comments from the board.  

4.5 Policy & 
Procedures 

There have been amendments made to disciplinary procedures and the 
decision making appendix. The complaints procedure is set to be 
investigated by the new HR & Training manager due to RUSU not 
currently having a CEO. Policy on external speakers is the same as the 
university’s, and other policies are attached. 
 
Taken as read with no questions. 

4.6 Environment 
Committee 

The first meeting of the new environment committee took place on 
Monday 7th October. The committee has not occurred for a while due to 
the existence of the university’s committee, which has since been 
restructured. RUSU’s environment committee allows us to focus on 
ourselves and will be attended by a green ambassador from each 
department. Aiming to pull together an environmental audit with 
measurable and achievable targets. Second meeting is on Monday 21st 
October with the first full committee attendance expected. 
 
Minutes taken as read and no questions noted. 

5 AOB DO noted the community forum hosted by the university with 150 
community members on London road. Forum featured a presentation 
from the Vice Chancellor and a Q&A. The event was cohesive and well 
formatted, and when Qs were asked each table was facilitated by a 
member of university staff who lived in that community. Many questions 
of different tones, generally politely asked and well answered. DO 
spoke to community individuals on volunteering; there were no 
questions on RUSU itself, nor any mention of proposed 3G pitch. 
 
Aim to host community event in a few weeks about the 3g pitch allowing 
for questions from community. 
 
High demand for 3g pitch built on existing cricket pitch, as it can 
facilitate over 20,000 bookings per year. Complaints from community 
and cricket team, though cricket team will be relocated. Working with 
community to reassure them in regards to noise and light pollution. 
 
Sport England don’t support the project unless England and Wales 
Cricket Board (ECB) approves. FA is behind the project; must prove to 
ECB there will be no loss of cricket. 
 
It was asked how close to houses the proposed pitch will be. Board 
noted the potential pitch will be close to around 10 houses, though area 
will be covered by trees to block light pollution. Other nearby houses 
are blocked by the old tennis courts and SportsPavillion. Noise will be 
mostly from within term time, and the opportunity for the community to 
use the pitch should be an additional benefit. 

  


